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Spanish actress Penelope Cruz poses as she arrives for the screening of the film ‘Wasp Network’ presented in competition
during the 76th Venice Film Festival at Venice Lido. — AFP 

(From left) Mexican actor Gael Garcia Bernal, Spanish actress Penelope Cruz, Venezuelan actor Edgar Ramirez and French
director Olivier Assayas arrive for the screening of the film ‘Wasp Network’. — AFP 

US actress Meryl Streep arrives for the screening of the film “The
Laundromat”.

(From second left) British actor Gary Oldman, US actress Meryl Streep and US director Steven Soderbergh
arrive for the screening of the film “The Laundromat”.

Hollywood star Penelope Cruz warned Sunday that
technology was driving high anxiety that would one
day make “all our brains explode”. The Spanish

mother-of-two said she was worried about how children’s
mental health and development were being affected by the
ubiquity of tech. “I have my personal war with it,” she told
reporters at the Venice film festival.

“I wish we could have lived in the 1990s for a little
longer. For mental health issues that would have helped a
lot, because I think things are going at a speed that we are

unprepared for,” said the actress. Cruz, 45, who is starring
in “Wasp Network”, a thriller about five Cuban undercov-
er agents who became heroes for infiltrating radical exile
networks in Florida, said tech was coming to utterly domi-
nate children’s lives, hogging their time and imaginations.
“This might seem like an exaggeration to other people, but
I am convinced that we were raised with a different rela-
tionships with technology,” she said.

“Right now children and teenagers are in contact so
much with electronics and it takes the time away from chil-

dren to learn to play, to have conversations, to be at a
table having dinner talking to their family, or to be bored-
which is something important we all should learn as chil-
dren.” Cruz, who has an eight-year-old son and six-year-
old daughter with fellow Spanish star Javier Bardem, said
our lives were being swallowed up by it.

Tech’s daily dominance was “not only affecting chil-
dren, but all of us.... It is something that is creating a lot
of general anxiety and I wonder if this continues all of
our brains are just going to explode,” said the actress,

who made her name in “Jamon, Jamon” when she was
only 15. Cruz said that she hoped that rising fears about
what we are doing to the planet would chime with a
harder look at what tech was doing to us. “I hope that
there will be a movement for people to live in a different
way, that will value a different pace, which leads us to
the other big issue, what happens to the environment,”
she added. — AFP

The world’s richest people are playing a “black-heart-
ed joke on all of us” Hollywood star Meryl Streep
said Sunday as a new movie based on the Panama

Papers scandal was premiered. The American actress plays
a cheated widow out to right financial chicanery in
“Laundromat”, a deft satire on the maze of shell companies
that criminals and the super-rich use to hide their billions.
“This movie is fun and it’s funny, but it’s really important,”
Streep told reporters at the Venice film festival.

Director Steven Soderbergh shows how the massive
2016 leak of documents from the Panama law firm Mossack
& Fonseca exposed the lengths the rich and powerful go to
avoid paying tax-mostly legally. It sent shock waves across
the world when the off-shore dealings of leaders in a string
of countries were exposed, leading to the resignation of the

Icelandic prime minister Sigmundur Davio Gunnlaugsson.
But rather than casting the firm’s partners as shady bad-
dies, Soderbergh lets the pair-played by British actor Gary
Oldman and Spanish star Antonio Banderas-dig their own
graves by telling it from their point of view. “This is a funny
way to tell a black-hearted joke, a joke that’s been played
on all of us,” Streep told reporters in Venice.

‘It’s a crime’ 
“But it’s a crime not without victims, and many of them

are journalists. The reason the Panama Papers were export-
ed out to the world was the work of journalists.  “People
died because of this,” Streep said, referring to the Maltese
columnist Daphne Anne Caruana Galizia, who was killed in
a bomb attack in 2017 after taking part in the Panama
Papers investigation. Soderbergh, the maker of classics
such as “Sex, Lies and Videotape”, “Traffic”, “Erin
Brockovich” and the “Ocean’s” trilogy, said he hoped the
Netflix film would increase pressure for real change. “Along
with climate change, this kind of corruption is the defining
issue of this moment. In 2000 the top 1 percent controlled
a third of the world’s wealth. They now control half. 

“That does not seem sustainable and yet here we
are. Transparency is the only solution,” he added. In
the film Soderbergh admits that five companies he has
been involved with have been registered in the low-tax
US state of Delaware, where more than quarter of a
million shell companies are registered to a single
address.

US and UK big offenders 
The director hailed the new Unexplained Wealth Order

in Britain which targets “people with extreme wealth which
seems to have come from nowhere”. However, Gerard Ryle,
head of the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ), which led the year-long secret inquiry by
a global network of 400 journalists into the Panama Papers
cache, said the US and Britain were now among the two
worst offshore offenders, “crusading against it internation-
ally but sweeping up the benefits themselves”. 

While he welcomed the spotlight being turned back on
the issue, Ryle told AFP that it “was a pity” it had some-
what overlooked the patient and dangerous work done by
investigative reporters. Jake Bernstein, who wrote “Secrecy
World”, an account of the ICIJ investigation on which the
film is based, said America is now “one of the biggest tax
havens in the world, and there is a lot of vested interests in
keeping the system exactly how it is.  “Delaware is a facto-
ry for anonymous shell companies, and making a billion
dollars a year from that business. That is something they
fight zealously to protect. Transnational gangs and all kinds
of malefactors are using Delaware companies around the
world to do terrible things.”— AFP

Jude Law brought the follow-up to “The Young
Pope” to the Venice Film Festival on Sunday,
presenting a glimpse of his return in the Paolo

Sorrentino-directed papal drama, which at one point
sees him wearing just “a napkin”. The second series,
called “The New Pope”, sees Law reprise the role of
Lenny Belardo, who becomes Pius XIII, the first
American pope in history.

After Law’s character falls into a coma, the
sophisticated John Brannox, played by Hollywood
actor John Malkovich, is elected to the papal throne,
taking the name John Paul III. Two episodes out of
the series’ nine screened at the festival, which runs
until Saturday. A teaser trailer shows Law strolling
down a beach wearing white swimwear and sur-
rounded by women. He is mirrored by Malkovich,
who walks through the Vatican in full papal garb.
“You’ll be surprised to know that those swimming
trunks actually weren’t the smallest costume I got to
wear,” Law told a news conference on Sunday.

“There’s actually one scene where I was wearing
a napkin. I have a photo of it because it was truly the
smallest costume I was ever given.” In the drama,
miracles appear to take place and both popes have
to learn to co-exist. “The main inducement was to
work with Paolo Sorrentino,” Malkovich said of join-
ing the project. “The Vatican or even religious things
in general are probably not a primary field of inter-
est for me, but I thought he made it very interesting
in the first series in a way that was quite unexpected
and something with a very unique vision.”— AFP

British actor Jude Law
arrives for the screen-
ing of the upcoming
television series ‘The
New Pope’. — AFP

Oligarch-turned-dissident exile Mikhail
Khodorkovsky said Russia had been tak-
en over by a “mafia” as he appeared in

Venice for the launch of Alex Gibney’s “Citizen K”
documentary, described by one critic as a “scald-
ing portrait” of the country under Vladimir Putin.
Gibney, known for his meticulous non-fiction films
including “Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room”
and “Taxi to the Dark Side”, turns a journalistic
eye on the complex and contradictory figure of
Khodorkovsky for his latest film to examine “how
power works in Russia”. 

The film is a portrait of the shadow dance of
wealth and influence in Russia since the fall of the
Soviet Union, tracing Putin’s two-decade grip on
power.  It follows the story of Khodorkovsky, once
one of the country’s richest men, who was jailed in
2003 and spent a decade in a Siberian prison for
tax evasion after clashing with Putin.  The former
oil tycoon now lives in exile in Britain and has
become one of Putin’s most prominent critics.

“Today Russia is not just an authoritarian state,
it is a state that has been taken over by the mafia,”
Khodorkovsky told a news conference on
Saturday ahead of the screening of “Citizen K” in
Venice, the film festival’s biggest documentary so
far.  It has had an enthusiastic reception, with
David Rooney of Hollywood Reporter calling it a

“lucidly accessible account of post-Soviet Russia’s
lurching transition out of communism into a free-
market economy that became a Wild West of
gangster capitalism” and a “scalding portrait of
Putin’s Russia”. 

The US director described his film as a “cau-
tionary tale” for other democracies, adding that
“Americans are somehow haunted by Russia” in
the wake of the 2016 elections.  He interviewed
Khodorkovsky for more than 20 hours for the film,
saying it was necessary to “penetrate what is
sometimes a necessary reserve”.  Variety’s Guy
Lodge described the film as “bristling tension
between heroism and villainy” in its portrayal of
Khodorkovsky, who has a “political about-face
that feels almost too good, too neat, to be true”.

“In Alex Gibney’s chewy, engrossing documen-
tary, it’s a reversal that unlocks many of the con-
flicts and contradictions ailing post-Soviet Russia’s
capitalist democracy,” he said.  Khodorkovsky was
one of a handful of individuals who were able to
accumulate staggeringly vast wealth through the
free market reforms of the 90s at the helm of up
the former oil giant Yukos.  In the same period
Putin was nimbly climbing the ladder of the coun-
try’s intelligence service, before being named
prime minister by an ailing Boris Yeltsin in 1999
and then becoming president in 2000. 

The Russian leader quickly set about consoli-
dating power-reinforcing control over parliament,
demanding loyalty from the media and taking on
the super-rich oligarchs.  As he enters his third
decade in power, Putin’s approval ratings have
dropped significantly and recent weeks have seen
thousands take to the streets in Moscow calling
for free and fair elections.  Khodorkovsky, who
funds the Open Russia movement, said that the
number of political prisoners in the country was
increasing.  “In Russia democracy is something we
have to fight for and something for which we have
to pay a lot,” he said. — AFP

Controversial
Black Lives
Matter film
hailed at Venice
Controversial US director Nate

Parker said yesterday that he hopes
his powerful new film about police

violence against black men will help save
lives. “American Skin” received an eight-
minute standing ovation after it premiered
at the Venice film festival, with Spike Lee-
who travelled to Italy to support Parker-
comparing its impact to “scoring a goal to
win the World Cup or a home run at the
bottom of the ninth in American parlance”.
The veteran maker of “Do The Right
Thing” and “Malcolm X” had earlier
declared that “I haven’t been affected by a
film like this... in a long, long time.”  

The movie about a black Iraq war vet-
eran, whose 14-year-old son is killed by
police when they stop their car in a
wealthy white area, is a blistering indict-
ment of institutional racism. It culminates in
the avenging father taking his son’s killer
hostage and putting him-and racist police
attitudes-on trial after storming his local
precinct. Parker said he hopes the film will

start a debate within US police forces
about the way they deal with black people.

“This experience is happening all too
often in America. I hopeful that it can res-
onate and people will hopefully be moved
into action. “Our mantra was take a beat
[stop and think] and save a live. We can
make a film that inspires not only conver-
sation but real action. If we can save one
life... this film will be the most important
thing we have ever done,” he added.

‘Tone deaf’ about rape case 
Parker’s acclaimed debut 2016 film

about a slave revolt, “The Birth of a
Nation”, was derailed after it emerged that
he was accused of raping a fellow student
while at university. She later killed herself.
Parker’s presence added further flames to a
row raging at the festival over the inclusion
of a new film by Roman Polanski, who has
spent decades as a fugitive from US justice
for the rape of a 13-year-old girl.—AFP

Russian businessman Mikhail Khodorkovsky
attends a photocall for the film ‘Citizen K’. — AFP

Nate Parker and Spike Lee  attend a photocall
during Venice Film Festival. — AFP


